CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR THE THIRTY FIRST ANNUAL FAMILY THERAPIST’S
AWARD FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

1.

The book should be in English and first published in 2018, either in Australia or if published overseas then the
author and illustrator must a) be Australian citizens or b) have lived in Australia for the two years immediately
preceding the year of publication.

2.

The book should be appealing to children.

3.

The book should contain a realistic and balanced depiction of family life according to what are known to be the
characteristics of a family developing and evolving in a healthy manner. Such a family may evidence some or
all of the following:


it progresses through some credible obstacle to the full development of one or more of its members



it copes with a crisis in ways which do not restrict the present or future options of family members



it contains at least one family member who works for a solution that has potential for positive impact on
other family members



it treats all of its members with respect



it displays a full emotional range

It is expected that these characteristics will be displayed by a range of family configurations, e.g. couple family,
re-partnered parents and step-children, parents with or without grandparents or other relatives living in the
home, single parent.
4.

If contemporary, the book should embody the more enlightened values of the present. It should not invite its
readers to accept racist or sexist attitudes or unthinkingly condemn unfamiliar customs and values, although
some characters, like people, may display such racist, sexist, or prejudiced behaviour.

5.

The author should portray people credibly and sympathetically, demonstrating respect for each member of the
family and showing understanding of the constraints under which these individuals live and act.

6.

If a book claims to be historical then it should be, as far as possible, historically
correct, without rewriting history in the image of today.

7.

If minorities are portrayed, they should be with understanding and accuracy.

It is hoped that awards will be made for both a Children’s novel and a younger
readers’ or Picture Book published in 2018.
In the case of an illustrated book the prize will be equally divided between the
author and the illustrator.

